










Bell, Stuart 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hugh Culverhouse (CULVERHOUSE UMITED) <culverhouse@bloomberg.net> 
Saturday, May 25, 2019 6:37 AM 
Bell, Stuart 
RE: Return of $10,000,000 paid in advance 

Stuart:We had a good conversation.But the same issues with Mark 
remain.They are amplified when I read the candidates for the endowed chair 
in constitutional law.Four weeks ago,I asked Mark what was the status of 
the search.He casually replied that he had three or four that he was 
looking into.Well.That was not true.He had done extensive work,and had 
already spoken with all FIVE.After our conversation,you forced him to send 
to me the resumes on all five.He would not do it without you ordering 
him.Had I been part of the process,I would have gone to what I said in my 
speech and what I told you and him .. I wanted a renowned Constitutional law 
professor.Someone to make academic waves ... These are nice additions to a 
3880 faculty with an insecure dean-but they are hardly nationally stature 
constitutional law figures.I believe Mark,you and I come from different 
concepts.I want the best law school,not a mediocre law school,whose 
ranking is a simple mathematical manipulation.I also know you have never 
dealt with a gift of my size-either for endowed professor or for a 
something as large as to change the name of the law school.You are 
unprepared.Mark will always be a small town,insecure dean.The outside 
world frightens him.I do not like any of these candidates for an endowed 
professorship-they are not the caliber or known .. as I specified and Mark 
agreed.So please do not associate my name with any of the people,if they 
are hired.This could have been avoided if Mark was secure.If you would 
look at this objectively-look at what you have forced Mark to do,whether 
with �witching from decreasing to increasing school size to choosing my 
endowed professorship with no discussion with me-you would come to my 
conclusion.You seem to think the quid pro quo is I give you the largest 
sum and commitment in the school's history and you have no return 
consideration as your end of the transaction."Thanks for the money--Good
Bye."You just were not prepared.So process the return of the 
payments($10MM)made in advance.And ,if you want to tell the board of 
regents for the state,fine.Hugh 

-----------------··-,---

Hugh F. Culverhouse 
 

Palmer Ranch Holdings Ltd 
121 Alhambra Plaza 
Suite 1510 
Coral Gables, Florida 33134 

From: stuart.bell@ua.edu At: 05/24/19 18:53:25 
To: Hugh Culverhouse (CULVERHOUSE LIMITED) 
Cc: lak@lkllaw.com 
Subject: RE: Return of $10,000,000 paid in advance 
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